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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Postural control is a determining factor for functional performance and motor skills during sports activities. Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate postural control during the controlled soccer ball kicking task through a biomechanical analysis system. Methods: The sample consisted of 11 professional male athletes recruited using convenience sampling, with a mean age of 22 years. The athletes performed twenty-five precision kicks at a target, with the ball in vertical motion released by means of a hand-held device synchronized with the computed biomechanical measurements. Marking of the lower limb segments involved in the kick and the ball were analyzed by accelerometry, while postural control measures were quantified by a force platform in three axes of movement. The support leg was investigated in single leg stance during all tests on the force platform. The main variables of postural control calculated by stabilographic analysis and computed during the 25 kicks were: center of pressure (COP) displacement area, velocity and frequency of COP oscillation in the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions. The mean was used for final analysis to determine the differences in the three phases: pre-kick, kick, and post-kick. Results: The results revealed significant differences (p < 0.01) between the three phases, with the kick phase presenting higher values of postural COP oscillations than the other phases. The COP area and oscillation velocity were the variables with greatest sensitivity to changes in the kick phase, obtaining an effect size of $d = 14$ and $d = 12$, respectively. In clinical terms, the increase in COP values reached 557% between the pre-kick and kick phases; this difference was reduced to 241% when compared to post-kick (i.e., difference between kick and post-kick was 316%). Conclusion. These results have important implications for the perception of postural control responses during soccer ball kicks and consequently, for injury prevention when motor and sensory deficits are diagnosed in soccer players. Level of Evidence III; Study of nonconsecutive patients; without consistently applied reference “gold” standard.
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RESUMO
Introdução: O controle postural é um fator determinante para execução de gestos funcionais e desempenho motor durante as atividades esportivas. Objetivo: O objetivo deste estudo foi de investigar o controle postural durante a tarefa controlada do chute futebolístico por meio de um sistema de análise biomecânica. Métodos: A amostra foi constituída por 11 atletas profissionais do sexo masculino, recrutados por amostragem por conveniência, com média de idade de 22 anos. Os atletas realizaram vinte e cinco chutes de precisão em direção ao alvo, com a bola em movimento vertical lançada por meio de um dispositivo manual sincronizado com as medidas biomecânicas computadas. A marcação dos segmentos de membro inferior envolvidos no chute e a bola foram analisadas por meio da acelerometria, enquanto as medidas de controle postural foram quantificadas por meio de uma plataforma de força em três eixos do movimento. A perna de apoio foi investigada em apoio unipodal durante todos os testes sobre a plataforma de força. As principais variáveis de controle postural calculadas por uma análise estabilográfica e computadas durante os 25 chutes foram área de deslocamento do centro de pressão (COP), velocidade e frequência de oscilação do COP na direção anteroposterior e médio-lateral. A média foi utilizada para análise final para determinar as diferenças nas três fases: pré-chute, chute e pós-chute. Resultados: Os resultados revelaram diferenças significantes (p < 0.01) entre as três fases, sendo que a fase do chute apresentou valores maiores de oscilações posturais do COP do que as demais fases. A área e a velocidade de oscilação do COP foram as variáveis com maior sensibilidade às mudanças na fase do chute, obteindo magnitude de efeito em $d = 14$ e $d = 12$, respectivamente. Clinicamente, o aumento foi de 557% entre as fases pré-chute e chute, essa diferença foi reduzida para 241% na comparação com o pós-chute (ou seja, a diferença entre chute e pós-chute foi de 316%). Conclusões: Esses resultados têm implicações importantes para o reconhecimento das respostas de controle postural durante o chute futebolístico e, consequentemente, para prevenção de lesões quando déficits sensório-motores são diagnosticados em atletas de futebol. Nível de Evidência III; Estudo de pacientes não consecutivos; sem padrão de referência “ouro” aplicado uniformemente.

Descritores: Oscilação postural; Futebol; Fisioterapia.
INTRODUCTION

Soccer represents the sport most practiced by the world population, and according to this premise it is easy to understand the great interest in the investigation of intrinsic and/or extrinsic factors that in any way interfere in its practice, be it amateur or professional. Among the modalities of investigations carried out in soccer, several types that deal with the motor control actions and their mechanical efficiencies are widely found in the literature, especially the kick action, due to the fact that as well as being frequently performed during the game, it is through this technical action that the main objective of executing the goal is most frequently achieved. However, concrete data on biomechanical parameters in soccer are still very deficient in relation to scientific knowledge and clinical practice for injury prevention and, when necessary, athlete recovery.

Based on a literature review on the importance of biomechanics in soccer, evidence exists on the role of lower limb movement for improved kick accuracy. However, there are other aspects that should be explored in addition to the angular accelerations of the performing limb, such as the postural control of the supporting leg during a controlled task, in pursuit of the best accuracy of the kicking action. This knowledge will also assist rehabilitation professionals in minimizing the risk of injury to athletes. In fact, this phenomenon comprises studying the system of postural control that is primordial to program and restore a state of balance to the body during an infinity of postures and activities of daily living.

In brief, the postural control system integrates several sensory systems such as the vestibular, visual, and sensorimotor to perform the postural mechanisms necessary to maintain balance. These mechanisms can be characterized by two main postural adjustments, namely: anticipatory (feedforward) and compensatory (feedback). These two mechanisms are used for the harmony between the action of the central nervous system (CNS) and the musculoskeletal system to deal with internal and/or external disturbances to body segments. The feedforward mechanism, for example, occurs when the disturbance is caused by the individual’s own movements, and in which the adjustments occur to counteract the expected mechanical effects of the disturbance, and thus, maintain postural stability. The feedback mechanism, however, is triggered when disturbances arise from external and unexpected forces on the body segments. In other words, when the body disturbance is unpredictable, the postural muscles are activated shortly after the moment of the disturbance, with the objective of reestablishing postural stability. These compensations and adaptations, known as compensatory postural adjustments, are triggered by sensory feedback signals that help to control the real effects of a disturbance.

In the context of soccer, these mechanisms are present to maintain postural balance during the different actions of the sport as well as promoting high physical performance in the athletes. As already pointed out, the biomechanics of the soccer kick is the most exploited technical action of this sport. The kick, although not the only functional task in football, represents the main and most commonly used task during the game. Although some studies have explored the importance of postural (steady state) control for the motor skills of soccer athletes in a general context, few investigations have generalized their results to the specific context of a controlled kick task, in which velocity and height of the projection of the ball should be standardized to minimize biological errors of measurement during posture maintenance. Knowledge on the mechanisms of postural control used by soccer athletes to develop the kick is of paramount importance for injury prevention and rehabilitation. In this sense, the main focus of the present study was to investigate this phenomenon, through robust and controlled biomechanical measures, in soccer athletes during the principal soccer action, the kick. The objective of this study was to evaluate postural control by means of stabilographic measures from a force platform during the controlled kick task, comparing its phases (pre-kick, during,
and post-kick) in soccer athletes. The main hypothesis of this work was that the behavior of postural control in unipodal support would differ throughout the phases of the soccer kick during leg balance tests on the force platform; which would have a direct impact on the performance of the athlete and especially on the precision of the movement faced with the proposed sports action.

METHODS

The present study is characterized as a descriptive experimental research of transversal and diagnostic design to determine the postural control in the phases of the kick. The sample consisted of eleven male soccer professional athletes recruited by convenience from the local sports community. The anthropometric characteristics of the participants were: mean age 22 years (standard deviation: SD = 3), body mass 69 kg (SD = 4.5), and height 1.73 m (SD = 5). As inclusion criteria, all participants were required to belong to the group of professional athletes hired and acting in the same team, as well as using as dominant the right lower limb for execution of the kick. Participants should also not present a history of lesions of the musculoskeletal system in the previous two months, in addition to having no prior history of surgery in the lower limbs or spine. The athletes could not present any neurological alterations or any factors that would impede performance in the tests.

In compliance with the resolution of the National Health Council (196/96), all participants were informed in detail about the procedures used and if they agreed to voluntarily participate in the study, they signed the informed consent form. The research project was approved by the local Research Ethics Committee (CEP: 1.023.310).

The study was conducted at Lab Corinthians R9, local: CET Joaquim Grava - Corinthians Paulista. A one and a half hour session was agreed for the evaluation of each athlete. The same investigator performed all tests to avoid measurement errors. All athletes were familiar with the experimental protocol before starting the test.

For the analysis of the balance during the kick, an electromechanical device was designed and developed. This system, associated with constant predetermined distances in the experimental bench (Figure 1A), made it possible to control kinematic variables of the ball in order to carry out the soccer kick task in a controlled way. The system was designed to control the kinetic characteristics of the ball from the beginning of the task to the stage of the kick at which the foot contact with the ball occurs. The developed research system consists of an electromechanical device called the “vertical ball trigger” (namely here as DVB) and was developed by EMG System do Brazil (São José dos Campos, Ltda SP).

For use of the device with the kick action, an experimental bench was developed for the experiment, as illustrated in Figure 1A. To this end, the distance in the anteroposterior direction (x) of the target fixation surface in relation to the positioning of the participant on the force platform was determined at 2.70 m, in this way allowing a suitable distance for the strike, as well as allowing the kick to be executed accurately rather than prompting high velocity of the ball. The final “z” distance between the position of the foot contact with the ball and the target fixation surface was 250 cm, as the ball was fired from the DVB, which was fixed 20 cm in front of the force platform (Figure 1B). Due to the proximity between the target and the position of the participant on the force platform, it was necessary to place a foam shield between the target and the platform, in order to cushion the impact of the ball with the ground, and in this way not allow the ball to return against the subject.

In relation to the target, its vertical position (z) in relation to the ground was determined as 130 cm. This vertical position (z) in relation to the ground was stipulated after experimenting with two subjects to collect pilot data. The pilot experiment consisted of performing a kicking sequence at the distance (x) of 250 cm, with the vertical height (z) of the target in relation to the ground being progressively increased in variations of 10 cm from the initial point of 100 cm to the maximum height of 170 cm. Due to the higher hit rate, the vertical position (z) of 130 cm was determined to be used during the test. The target was a square with 40 cm sides, with a smaller square, sides 10 cm, inserted in the center (Figure 1A).

The ball used for this system was UMBRO brand, model X-300, new, with a 67 cm circumference and mass 0.450 kg. To perform the data collection, the ball was calibrated (PENALTY calibrator) on the same day as the tests with a pressure of 7.0 PSI (0.49 Kg/cm²) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

A device with a triaxial accelerometer was developed, with dimensions 2 x 1 x 0.5 cm, a frequency of operation of 50 Hz, sensitivity of 2 mV/g, range of ± 2g (EMG System do Brazil, Ltda. São José dos Campos). The device was installed in the athlete's footwear to ensure synchronization during the acceleration and deceleration phases of the ball's trajectory.
of the moment of impact and intensity of the kick with the other signals involved in the movement connected to the signal acquisition module.\textsuperscript{4,5} The vertical ball trigger, as already mentioned, was carefully instrumented to be triggered automatically by the operator via an electric signal to record the instant of launching the ball. With this procedure it is possible to know how long after release the athlete touched the ball, thus having control of the movement and reaction time during the task. For synchronism of the acquisition of all the signals, a device was developed (trigger) to guarantee that the beginning of the acquisition of the software was simultaneous between the signals of the force platform, device, and accelerometer.\textsuperscript{4,5}

To evaluate postural control during the kicking action, the BIOMEC400 force platform (EMG System do Brazil, Ltda São José dos Campos, SP) was used. The force platform measures the vertical force and two of the force moments (or the vertical force and the two coordinates of the center of pressure).\textsuperscript{12-14} These signals are used to calculate the resulting vertical force and its point of application.\textsuperscript{15,16} The force platform consists of a plate under which four load cell type force sensors are mechanically adjusted to measure the vertical forces and respective moments during application of the force $F_z$ on it ($x$, $y$, and $z$ are the directions A/P, M/L, and vertical force, respectively) and establish the center of pressure (COP).\textsuperscript{12-14} The COP data refer to a position measure defined by two coordinates on the surface of the platform according to the orientation of the evaluated individual.\textsuperscript{15} The COP data acquired in this study were visualized by a ellipse of COP and a stabilogram. The area ellipse is the map of the COP in the AP direction versus the COP in the ML direction, while the stabilogram is the time series of the COP in each of the directions: AP and ML. (Figure 2) The frequency of acquisition of the signal during the kick was 100 Hz, with the data analyzed by a band pass filter of 0-50 Hz, and a collection duration of 60 seconds. The principal parameters were: anteroposterior position (AP), mediolateral position (ML), anteroposterior velocity (AP), mediolateral velocity (ML), area, AP amplitude and ML amplitude.\textsuperscript{12-14} These parameters have been shown to be sensitive to evaluate the postural control of athletes, especially in the unipodal posture.\textsuperscript{12-14}

All the athletes were informed about the procedures that would be adopted to carry out the controlled kick task. The procedures were specifically related to postures and movements that should be adopted before, during, and after the controlled kick task. The task was described for the sample participants and consisted of the following steps: (Figure 1)

a. At a signal from the investigator, climb onto the force platform with the non-dominant foot and remain in unipodal support throughout the period of the controlled kick task;

b. After the ball is released, wait for the vertical movement of the ball to reach maximum height and during the descent of the ball (ground direction) execute the kick, being that the kick should be executed at the most convenient height (ball-ground distance) to hit the target;

c. Make the kick with the medial region of the foot;

d. The objective of the task is to hit the ball accurately in the center of the target and not with high ball velocity;

e. After contact of the foot with the ball for the execution of the kick, remain in unipodal support with visual focus directed towards the target until the moment at which the researcher signals to descend from the platform with the dominant foot and in sequence with the non-dominant foot that was in contact with the force platform;

f. Controlled kick task completed.

After the instructions regarding the procedures of the controlled task of the kick had been given, each participant was asked to perform kicks using the vertical ball trigger to experience the task for the period required to adapt to the task execution.

The ball was fired manually four seconds after the left foot made contact with the platform. The moment of firing of the ball was registered automatically by the signal acquisition system with synchronisation between the equipment (device, platform, and accelerometer). After execution of the kick, the participant remained on the platform in unipodal support, and after the verbal command from the researcher, descended from the platform in reverse, and at no time placed the
dominant foot (right) in contact with the force platform. Twenty-five kicks were performed, with a 60-second interval between each kick.

The data were separated into three phases: pre- kick phase, kick phase, and post- kick phase. To determine the instant between the kick phases, two signals were used: a marker coupled to an accelerometer positioned strategically on the foot that performed the kick and the signal of the resulting vertical force coming from the force platform. On average, the effective duration of the kick was 220 to 290 milliseconds. At the same time, on the force platform, a sharp variation in the vertical force caused by the oscillation of the body during the kick was observed on which the stabilographic COP parameters mentioned above were computed. The variations in the accelerometer signals and the vertical force demonstrated synchronism in amplitude and duration, thus allowing the safe use of this time instant to delimit the effective phase of the kick. With this, it was possible to delimit the beginning and end of the pre- kick and post- kick phases. After this step, the collected signals were analyzed simultaneously for each selection of the kick phase of each athlete. The controlled kick task was divided into three phases to facilitate identification of movement control characteristics by means of the COP variation: 1) “Pre” phase: defined from the release of the ball (t = 0) by the DBV to the moment the ball reached the maximum distance (z) from the ground; 2) “Kick” phase: defined from the moment the ball began the descent trajectory in relation to the ground until the moment when the subject made foot contact with the ball; and 3) “Post” phase: defined from the moment when the ball ceased to make contact with the participant’s foot. All data were analyzed through the EMGLab and BIOMEC 400 (EMG System do Brazil) programs, which provided data on the three phases defined in the study.

### Statistical Analysis

The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to test the normality of the data distribution of the variables from the balance analysis. Initially, a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the three kick phases (pre- kick, kick, and post- kick) for all postural balance variables evaluated. The Bonferroni post hoc test was employed to locate the differences between the kicking phases when necessary. The magnitude of the effect size between the kick phases was also computed (d Effect Size) and classified as: small, medium, and large effect, that is, small d = 0.2, d = 0.5 medium, and d = 0.8 large, respectively. All analyses were performed with SPSS version 20 software for Windows and the significance level established for all analyses was 5%.

### Results

Execution of the controlled kick task was performed successfully, without indications of signs of complexity for the sample participants, with 100% of the sample completing all twenty-five repetitions of the controlled kick task without difficulties and without adverse signs and/ or symptoms of pain or fatigue. The data of the mean of the variables of postural control during the three phases of the kick are presented in Figures 3 and 4. In general, the mean of the descriptive data of postural control, through the COP parameters, was elevated when compared to the mean COP data during traditional balance protocols in the literature, denoting the degree of complexity of the motor action investigated. The analysis of variance demonstrated a significant effect (p < 0.05) between the kick phases for all balance variables. The post hoc revealed significant differences (p < 0.01) between the kick phases in relation to the pre- and post- kick phases (Figures 3 and 4), except for the frequency variable in the ML direction. (Figure 4)

During the kick, the COP values were highly elevated when compared to the other variables presented in the pre- and post- kick phases; indicating the increase in strategies of postural control to maintain posture during the controlled action. The magnitude of these differences ranged from d = 0.6 (frequency, Figure 3) to d = 14. (COP area, Figure 4) The variables COP area and COP oscillation velocity presented the greatest sensitivity to the effects of the changes between these kick phases (d = 14 and d = 12, respectively). Clinically, the increase in COP area was 557% between the pre- kick and kick phase; although this difference reduced to 241% in the post- kick (i.e., the difference between kick and post- kick was clinically 316%).

### Discussion

The objective of this study was to evaluate postural control by means of stabilographic measures of a force platform during a controlled kick task in soccer players. Our hypothesis was confirmed. Significant differences were found during the three phases of the kick, in which the kick itself promoted an increase in postural control strategies to maintain posture in comparison to the pre- and post- kick phases. The large size of the magnitude of these differences reached a score of d = 14 for the COP area variable, with an increase of 557% in the value calculated compared to the pre- kick phase.

To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to compare the phases of the kick in a fully controlled experimental scenario, which concerned the projection of the height and velocity of the ball in unipodal support. On the other hand, makes it difficult to compare with other findings in the literature for agreements and disagreements. Several studies have proposed calculating the angular kinematics of the limb in action during kicking, without necessarily observing the strategy of static control of the limb in a unipodal state to increase the precision of the kick in the direction of the target.1-5 Therefore, the results of the present study have important implications for knowledge on the sensory-motor mechanisms of the kick action and on the prevention of injuries and rehabilitation of soccer athletes based on motor control.

The majority of findings on postural control in soccer involve pathological populations in their evaluations, which is extremely important.17-19 However, it is also fundamental to study a specific condition of an action, such as the kick, to gain knowledge for motor control and injury prevention.20-23 Some studies, for example, such as those by the authors Mangus, Wallmann and Ledeord22 which analyzed postural control of soccer players after heading the ball, showed no significant difference in balance between pre- and post-header tests. Gualtieri et al.24 investigated the correlation between jumping ability in soccer and the ability to control balance. The authors observed a moderate correlation between the tests and concluded on the relevance of balance training to improve jump performance in soccer players. Another analysis of postural control regarding physical fitness was performed by Göstötter et al.,2 who compared balance between the preferred and non-preferred limb for kicking in amateur soccer players, and also associated the electromyographic analysis during performance of the tests. The results demonstrated that there is no difference in static and dynamic balance control between the preferred and non-preferred limbs, which supports in part the present finding in investigating only one limb in unipodal support.

In the present study, the variation in mechanisms of postural control for COP area and velocity of oscillation in both directions of movement reached a 557% increase in stability in relation to the pre- kick control condition. It is worth noting that COP area represents a space by which the center of mass adjustment is made within the support base, while the COP oscillation velocity, which also demonstrated a strong effect (d = 12) in its change, represents the ratio of the displacement magnitude of the COP in relation to the time interval required to perform stability
within a small support area. These two parameters are the most sensitive to predict fall events and are also able to detect sensorimotor deficits in athletes. The unipodal kicking action showed the magnitude of the work of the postural control system in containing the internal and external forces to maintain balance so that the movement itself could be executed with good precision. The postural adjustment mechanisms may become more acute during this action than in the pre- and post-kick phases, as observed in our results.

An additional explanation for the findings is the fact that the supporting leg was in unipodal support. Different studies on postural control have pointed out that this condition is more challenging for the postural adjustment system to maintain balance than other postures in the bipedal condition. It is thus expected that the effects of the condition itself promote the increase in the dynamic postural control system to maintain the state of balance during any segmental movement of the lower limbs, faced with the proposed sports action. As already pointed out, kicking is one of the most prevalent motor skills in soccer and is thus characterized by the need for accurate motor control for accuracy. It is also worth mentioning that in postural control strategies the ankle and hip muscles deal with the corrections necessary to maintain the state of equilibrium of the body when facing postures with small or large challenges. Although these muscles were not evaluated by electromyography in the present study, it is possible that the athletes investigated have significant deficits in muscle clusters around the hip/trunk in unipodal support. In fact, with the weakness of these muscles, stability becomes more difficult and the postural control system must work more to maintain proper balance, as observed in the results of the present study.

In addition, some previous and recent works demonstrate great muscular activity of the hip muscles, such as the gluteus medius, to
maintain postural balance during unipodal support. The hypothesis for this phenomenon is associated with the mechanical disadvantage of these muscles during unipodal support with the knees in slight flexion. In this position, a small lever arm of these muscles is observed as well as a shortening of the ischial muscles, which makes them need to work harder and correct as well as stabilize and control postures. Possible weaknesses of these muscles in athletes also contributes to their greater participation in contrast to the other muscle groupings to maintain the postural stability.

Thus, the present findings demonstrate the importance of implementing motor control training programs in athletes to promote improvement in the performance of muscular groupings involved in postural stability in unipodal support to execute the kick; principally from a clinical perspective of this work where several athletes suffer from neuromuscular injury due to muscle weakness and poor motor control. Gioftsidou et al. investigated the effectiveness of a balance training program in soccer players, in addition to the effects of post-training fatigue on postural control. These authors observed significant differences in favor of the group that underwent balance training in the parameters of postural control investigated and in the deleterious effects of muscular fatigue; findings that support the hypothesis presented above. Recently, Hele-no et al. supported the use of five weeks of sensorial motor training, performed in a simple and specific way, for functional improvement and, mainly, postural control of soccer athletes; results based on the COP stabilographic data like the variables used in the present study.

Finally, the present study presents some limitations. The lack of evaluation of muscular activity and strength of the athletes through electromyography and dynamometry limited interpretation beyond the findings. Only one unipodal support posture was investigated. The size of the sample does not represent the heterogeneity of all soccer athletes or the sub-classification of game position; this factor may be of importance in future works.
CONCLUSION
The present study demonstrated significant differences in postural control during the three phases of the kick, in which the kick itself promoted an increase in the posture strategies to maintain postural balance in comparison to the pre- and post-kick phases. Clinically, a 557% increase in the calculated value of the COP area was observed compared to the pre-kick phase. These results have important implications for the knowledge on sensory-motor mechanisms of the kick gesture and for the prevention of injuries and rehabilitation of soccer athletes based on motor control.
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